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13203 Melian's Teleport
Mod Gameplay Fliggerty *292 melian 2011-08-10

TES III: Morrowind Melian's Teleport Mod Version
1.3 REQUIRES MWSE Contents: 1. Version History

2. Description/Features 3. Requirements 4.
Installation 5. Load Order & Dependencies 6.

Updating From Previous Versions 7. Playing the
Plugin 8. Compatibility 9. Known Issues/FYIs 10.

Infor...

11373 Melian's Teleport
Mod v1.3 Tweaks MMH 90-6360 melian 2010-01-02 null

11130 Daedric Teleport
Stones Tweaks MMH 90-6192 melian 2008-09-05

3 pairs of "Daedric Teleport Stones" of varying
powers are scattered over Vvardenfell. The Tribunal
version adds an extra pair of "Consecrated Teleport
Stones" with support for major Mournhold locations.
    Equipping a stone will take you to the matching

stone if it is place...

10919 VA Hissyo Katana
for Companions Weapons MMH 98-12931 melian 2008-09-12

Adds sheathing scripts for companions to
VagabondAngel's Hissyo Katana. You can now give
the katana to a companion without giving up the

sheathing feature.     Player sheathing script has also
been modified, for various reasons - it's now quite

different from the original but...

10754
Phijama's Sheathing

Weapons for
Companions

Weapons MMH 98-12915 melian 2008-09-05

Adds new scripts to a number of Phijama's beautiful
sheathing weapons. Player sheathing scripts are

revised and companion scripts added for any
companion with companion share enabled, and
Vorwoda's Hippolyta and Decius and any other
companion using the same script.     Weapon...

8747 Iron Ladle Replacer Models and
Textures MMH 56-12914 melian 2008-09-05

This is a simple replacer for the iron ladle mesh and
texture: no esp needed and no requirements other

than Morrowind.     It's admittedly a bit on the high-
poly side for a random piece of junk (3524 tris), but
it doesn't give any problems on my (relatively low-

end) system so...

5950 Healer Companion
Comes By Road v1.0 Companions MMH 24-7346 Melian 2012-08-27

Comes-By-Road is a pilgrim and former healer
looking for protection as he starts out on the road to
enlightenment. In exchange for your protection, he

will heal you and your companions when needed and
cast some other useful spells when asked. At higher

levels he may also be useful in combat.

5903 Comes-By-Road:
Healer Companion Companions MMH 24-13002 melian 2008-11-04

Comes-By-Road is a pilgrim and former healer
looking for protection as he starts out on the road to
enlightenment. In exchange for your protection, he

will heal you and your companions when needed and
cast some other useful spells when asked. At higher

levels he may also be useful in combat. �...


